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Water Resources
Ensuring water resources and food security
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UKIA Conference 6 July 2022

Ensuring water resources and food security –
the challenges

• Climate change and population growth are 
adding pressure to food and water security

• We may run out of water in the future without action

• Geopolitical uncertainties are affecting land-use

• The need to protect a sustainable water environment 
will affect the amount of water allocated 

• Irrigation accounts for 1-2% of water use
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Achieving sustainable abstraction 
– protecting the environment
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Achieving sustainable abstraction  - mechanisms and actions 

Mechanisms
• All new licences and upward variations – meet environmental requirements 

• Review licences 

• New Authorisations
• Prepare for implementation of the Environment Act 2021 from 2028 onwards
• Regional water resource plans 

Actions for abstractors 

• Reduce demand 

• Changed operations to favour sustainable water sources

• Adopt complementary measures such as ‘nature-based solutions’ and 
hydromorphological enhancement to delay the need for licence change

• Catchment based solutions 

• Water trades 
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The Water Resources National Framework 

• The National Framework looks at England’s long-term water needs and 
sets out the scale of action needed to ensure resilient supplies and an 
improved water environment

• We plan to strengthen our steer ahead of the next regional plans to 
consider water needs for food security.

• We will continue to evolve regional planning for public water supplies 
and other sectors – there is a clear need for better agriculture input.
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Environmental Permitting Regulations
• Defra is considering the responses and will produce a 

Government Response document later this year

• Laying of the Statutory Instrument in Winter 2022 with 
implementation in October 2023

• We are starting to develop the guidance to sit 
alongside the Regulations

• We will work closely with the External Advisory Group 
to shape some key processes. Kelly Hewson Fisher, 
Jo Woodhams (NFU)  Andrew Blenkiron (Euston 
Estates) Alice Green (CLA)  sit on the group. 

• We are developing communications for existing 
licence holders to prepare them for transition
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Digital transformation
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Live Functionality
• Service registration
• Delegate access 
• View my licence online
• Submit my returns online
• View my returns online
• Receive water abstraction alerts (post and email)

Future Improvements
• Check my flows and levels
• Water rights trading
• Manage my contacts
• Online permit applications
• Interactive water availability maps (pre-app)
• Calculate my charges (pre-app)
• Online public register

Digital transformation
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New charges scheme 

• A more consistent charging arrangement
• Clear line of sight between costs and services received
• Ability to invest more funding in our services.
Impact of charges

• Applications made after 1 April will see some higher fees
• Majority of abstractions are smaller volumes and will see 

subsistence reductions
• Some high-volume abstractors will see larger increases
• Agricultural sector sees a 13.4% reduction in annual charges

Implementation
• Annual bills expected later this summer
• Charge indicator tool available on GOV.UK

Managing current dry weather conditions

• Dry spring 

• Prospects for water availability 
irrigation – moderate/good to moderate

• Consider water needs for 2023
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Summary
• We will run out of water 

in the future without action

• The regulatory and economic
landscape is changing

• Societies expectations are changing

• We need to work together ensure there is enough 
water for abstractors and the environment now and 
in the future
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